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Abstract

Balinese Hindus, in carrying out religious ceremonies, often use a type of cogongrass (Imperata 
cylindrica) called alang-alang as a tool. Also called lalang or ambengan, it generally grows wild 
in fields. For Balinese Hindus, alang-alang is considered sacred and thus to be used for upakara 
(ceremony) such as Sirewista/Karowista, Sehet Mingmang, Sesirat/Pemercik Tirta, Sapsapan 
Pemelas Tangan, Carebode, Tongkat Sawa and Puspa, Niasa Siwalingga, Pesiwakranan, and 
Tipat Lingga and also as roofing material for a pelinggih shrine, even for the roof of a dwelling 
structure in a home compound. Although alang-alang is utilized in various ways by Balinese 
Hindus, an initial study showed that the understanding of society is still limited to ‘gugon tuwon 
(mulo keto)’ or simply following the tradition of the ancestors. Thus, an academic study on the 
use of alang-alang in Hindu religious ceremonies in Bali is important. This qualitative research, 
based on data from interviews, observation, and document study, applied a phenomenological 
approach and an interpretative descriptive analysis technique using Miles and Huberman cycle 
model. It focused on the cities of Denpasar and Gianyar and aimed to explore and analyze 
the forms, the philosophical meaning, and the educational value of alang-alang as one of the 
materials for upakara yadnya.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Bali is often referred to as the island of a thousand temples, giving the impression that Bali 
never stops from the activities of religious ceremonies, usually called yadnya. In performing 
the yadnya, the Hindus (in Bali) using means called upakara. The word ‘upakara’ comes from 
Sanskrit, ‘upa’ which means ‘having relationship to’, ‘kara’ which means handwork. Thus, 
upakara means anything related to handwork which generally takes the form of material 
processing such as leaves, flowers, fruit, wood, water, and fire (PHDI, 2007). The material is 
called banten or upakara yadnya (Mas Putra, 2007: 6).

The banten in Bali has unique characteristics connected with the religious creativity that 
contains magical, artistic, and customary cultures, characterized by the desa, kala, and patra 
and nista, madya, and uttama. Very many prerequisites to consider that makes it contains very 
high educational values to learn by those involved within. The means of the ceremony are 
believed to have the power associated with religiosity and are regarded as something sacred 
by the Hindus.

The Balinese Hindu community recognizes the five types of yadnya ceremony called Panca 
Yadnya, namely Dewa Yadnya, Pitra Yadnya, Rsi Yadnya, Manusa Yadnya, and Bhuta Yadnya 
(Tim Penyusun Buku Panca Yadnya, 2007). In order to implement the five types of yadnya there 
are required facilities or upakara yadnya. The upakara for the Hindus is not only a medium to 
connect themselves with the creator, but it can also create a harmonious atmosphere between 
the environment, fellow human beings, plants, the pitara (ancestral spirits), and harmony of 
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other life in the world.

The important components of the upakara consist of matram (leaf), puspam (flower), palam 
(fruit), toyam (water), and dupa (incense). Three of the five components come from plants. The 
elements of plants are widely used as the means of upakara by the Hindus in Bali (Ayadnya 
and Arinasa, 2004; Sardiana, 2010: 11). However, the significance of plants that can be used 
as the means of the upakara yadnya may be considered not mainly much understood by 
the Hindus (Adiputra, 2011: 5), whereas the Balinese Hindu community in their life cannot 
be separated from the types of plants (Surata, et al., 2015: 268). The types of plants for the 
yadnya ceremony are called the ceremonial plants (Supartha, 1998; Sardiana, 2010). One 
type of plants used is alang-alang or reeds or imperata, which in the Balinese language is 
called ambengan.

 

Imperata is a type of annual grass rooted rhizomes that grow spread flat below the ground and 
very flammable (Mac Donald, et.al., 2002). The shape resembles the blades of a sword, long 
leafy tapered to the top. With this shape of the reed is often mythologized as a potent weapon 
of death, so often used to fight the unseen world. In Sanskrit this type of grass is called ‘kuça’, 
the peak of grass called ‘kuçagra’, kuça = grass, agra = peak (Wikarman, 1979: 5).

The reed or ambengan is often used as the means of upakara, especially on the ceremony of 
purification (Wikarman, 1972: 5). Until now the Balinese Hindu people still believe that this type 
of grass may be used the means to cleanse the negative aura of the soul and the environment 
that is considered leteh (dirty) (Tim Penulis, 2002: 23).

Although the alang-alang is functioned by the various Hindu community in Bali, from the initial 
study found the understanding of society is still limited to “gugon tuwon (mula keto or taken as 
the way it is)”. It is not many Hindu people who understand the importance of the use of this 
Imperata type of plant as the means of the upakara loaded with the value of education. For 
that reason, an academic study in the form of research on the use of the Imperata plant as the 
means of Hindu religious ceremonies are important to describe. The problems posed as the 
focus of the research are (1) The mythology of the alang-alang as holy grass; (2) The shape 
and function of the alang-alang as means of upakara yadnya; and (3) The educational values 
of the use of the alang-alang as the means of the ceremony.

II. METHODS
This research is ethno-pedagogy research that is ethnographic research on the practice of 
non-formal education based on the local wisdom that makes the use of the alang-alang as a 
means of the ceremony as a learning resource for the Hindu society. This research will explore 
the educational values of the use of this type of grass as the means of the Hindu religious 
ceremony in Denpasar, Badung, and Gianyar.

The type of this research is descriptive qualitative with the ethnographic approach. The idea 
of the research method refers to Spradley (1997) and Strauss & Corbin (2002) who state 
that to reveal the values of the local wisdom of a tradition, qualitative ethnographic methods 
with the characteristics of natural data sources and the researchers should be the human 
instruments.

The data were collected through the unstructured interview techniques, participant observations, 
and document studies. The method of checking the validity of data is the triangulation technique. 
The data were analyzed in qualitative descriptive analysis technique based on Miles and 
Huberman’s cycle analysis model (1992).
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III. RESEARCH RESULT
3.1. Stories and Mythology behind the Alang-Alang’s Function

There are many versions of story about alang-alang that makes this kind of grass  to become 
sacred as well as becoming one of the yadnya upakara materials. In the script/lontar of 
Siwagama (Tim Penulis, 2002) for example, the story of Bhagawan Salukat who took aa long 
journey to find the alang-alang in which its condition was dry and scattered. The reeds asked 
for the grace to Bhagawan Salukat for his sins to be melted. Since Bhagavan Salukat cannot 
bear to see such miserable grass, Bhagawan Salukat finally gave his grace while reciting 
the mantra: “Om kuan sri sarwwa pawitram, lingga sri ya namo namah swaha.” (May you be 
a symbol for the sadaka and a tool consecrate the purification of the spirits) said Bhagawan 
Salukat.

In another story, in the book of Adiparwa (the first parwa of 18 parwa in the epic of Mahabharata), 
especially in the story of the sea milk stirring (Ksirarnawa) (Widyatmanta, 1958), told about the 
defeat of Goddess Winata, the mother of Garuda due to the cunning of Dewi Kadru in guessing 
a horse color, Uccaihsrawa, which appeared during the rolling of Mount of Mandara Giri.

  Dewi Winata and Dewi Kadru were the wives of Bhagawan Kasyapa. One day Dewi 
Kadru and Dewi Winata heard about the existence of a horse named Uccaihsrawa, the result 
of Mount Mandara or Mandaragiri stirring. Dewi Winata said that the color of the horse was all 
white, while Dewi Kadru said the body of the horse was white while the tail is black. Because 
of their different opinions, they both bet, who would guess wrong would be a slave. They plan 
to see the horse’s color the next day and decided who was wrong.

The real horse appeared was a white horse, but because of the deceitfulness of Goddess 
Kadru with her sons, the Dragons, the ponytail of the smooth white beforehand sprayed with a 
whisper so it was not white anymore. The defeat with this deceitful tactic caused Dewi Winata 
to become a slave.

As a slave, she was assigned to take care of the sons of Dewi Kadru, the dragons numbering in 
hundreds. Taking care of hundreds of dragons was not an easy task; especially if the dragons 
were difficult to manage. The Garuda was very sad to see his mother treated unfairly by Dewi 
Kadru. Therefore there was the desire of Garuda to free his mother from the punishment. 
Furthermore, Garuda begged Dewi Kadru for his mother to be released. Dewi Kadru agreed 
on one condition that in exchange for his mother release, Garuda must seek Tirta Amerta on 
Mount Somaka.

As a dutiful child, he approved the condition and immediately sought Tirta Amerta (the throne 
of life, the blessing to live eternally in the form of Tirta). The guarding on Mount Somaka was 
very tight. But thanks to the blessings of his mother, as well as the protection of the Gods, after 
going through the fight the Tirta was successfully obtained. But at the same time, came the god 
Vishnu and say to the Garuda, “If you want to get the Tirta Amerta you may ask directly to me 
(Lord Vishnu).” However, Garuda asked for another gift and the grace given by Lord Vishnu 
was to make Sang Garuda his vehicle and became the symbol of the banner of Lord Vishnu. 
The Garuda received the gift. Then Sang Garuda brought the Tirta but was blocked by God 
Indra who did not agree if the Tirta was given to the dragons. The Garuda said that the Tirta will 
still be handed over in exchange for his mother’s release and no longer a slave.

Then the Tirta was handed over to the dragons, but before the Tirta Amerta was drunk, the 
dragons must bathe to clean themselves first. Next, the dragons were showerring with joy 
leaving the Tirta Amerta beneath without any guard. After bathing, the Tirta Amerta no longer 
exists because it was taken away by God Indra. The dragons were very disappointed and 
found only a few sparks of the Tirta left on the leaves of the reeds (alang-alang). The dragons 
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scrambled to lick the leaves of the alang-alang, and then the sharpness of the reeds caused 
the tongue of the dragon slashed and split.

Based on both versions of the story, there are illustrations that the reeds became holy 
because they got the Tirta Amerta. Since then, after the spreding of the stories, the alang-
alang is considered sacred by the Hindus so that it is always used as one means or a part of 
completeness of the religious ceremonies conducted in Bali, especially ceremonies aimed at 
purifying.

3.2. Forms and Functions of the Alang-Alang as a Means of Upakara Yadnya

In accordance with the results of the documents study and the interviews, it can be stated in 
outline, that the reeds can be processed into various forms depending on the type and function 
of the upakara like:

(1) Sirowista/Karawista

Karowista is made of three strands of reeds that are tied at one end. At the end, a circle is 
formed like ongkara (a Balinese sacred alphabet to symbolize or mention God). On this charge 
is filled with frangipani flower (jepun) and hibiscus. In the middle of the circle of the ongkara 
is inserted kalpika which is formed in such a way, with shoot leaf shaped material filled with 
three types of flower color (red, white, and black) like the tridatu thread. These three colors 
symbolize the “pangurip-urip Trimurti”, as shown in the picture below.

     

     

Figure 1. The alang-alang formed as Karawista

Karawista is usually used when the ceremony called mawinten tied around the head of the 
person who becomes the object of the ceremony. Two strands to the right, one to the left, 
then the ends are tied behind the head. The form of sirawista is the embodiment of the OM 
sacred mantra, which consists of Omkara, Ardha Candra, Windhu and Nadha (holy symbols) 
that have purgatory powers. The Omkara consists of Tri Aksara (Ang, Ung, Mang), the first 
is Ardha Candra (half moon), the second, the circle is Windhu (the Sun), and the pointed tip 
is Nadha (light vibration) (HTTP: //www.pasramanganesha.sch.id/2013/09/why-people-hindu-
wear-daun-ilalang.html).

The karawista is also usually used when mejaya-jaya/mewinten, the purification ceremony. 
The binding of karawista around the head is a symbol of self-binding for the mind centered on 
the adored one, Ida Sang Hyang Widhi Wasa.
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(2) Sehet Mingmang

Sehet mingmang is made of three strands of reeds rounded like number eight (8). The three 
ends of the leaf are tied in a tapered form facing upward. The binder is tridatu threads, so it 
is called ‘sehet mingmang’. If not tied with tridatu threads, its name is only ‘mingmang’, which 
is sharp and pointy end. The sehet mingmang is usually used as a ritual accompanist of the 
ceremonies that intends to sanctify, to eradicate disastrous events, such as banten byakala, 
upakara potong rambut (haircut ceremony), tirta panglukatan (Wikarman, 1979), and tirta 
pengentas (Ida Pedanda Kekeran, interviewed on 11-2-2018).

(3) Raab/ Surya Roof

The alang-alang that has been dry or dried up are usually used for the roof of Sanggah Surya 
and Bale Pawedan, which is the type of building used as place Ida Pandita (holy priest) to 
perform puja (enchanting prayers and mantra) during the yadnya ceremony. The alang-alang 
is also used for roofs of sanggah/merajan, houses, barns, and angkul-angkul (house gate 
entrance).

The merajan and residence depict the concept of Trimurti (Brahma, Vishnu, Shiva) from the 
color of building materials used. The stone (paras) and soil as the black, brick (red), reed 
(white). Buildings that have been given pangurip-urip (spiritualized or sacralized) through a 
ceremony called pelaspas, is considered to have a spirit which can provides protection to 
its inhabitants. That is why buildings that have been given this ceremony should not be cut 
carelessly because it is considered animate already. 

Figure 2. Examples when the alang-alang is used as roof of building

(4) Tipat Lingga

Tipat lingga is the personification of gods/goddesses used in the ceremony of Dewa Yadnya. 
The alang-alang is formed in the personification of man and woman. Typical lingga is usually 
placed on the sanggah surya as a symbol of god/goddess.

(5) Sesirat/Tirta Sparkler

The sesirat are made of some reeds with the length necesarily, rounded straight along the 
length of a cubit, tied with white, red, black, and yellow yarn, and in the middle filled with sehet 
mingmang. This function is to sprinkle the Tirta during the yadnya ceremony.

(6) Sapsapan Pemelas Tangan

The ends of the reeds (about 21 pieces) are inserted into a small pot of water, which serves as 
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a hand sanitizer (pemrayascita) prior to praying.

(7) Carebode

A number of reeds containing sehet mingmang tied with black, white, red, and yellow threads 
equipped with Uang Kepeng 11 kepeng (old chinese coin). The shape is like a stick with a 
length of one cubit. It is tied into one with a big trim placed on the holy throne during the 
ceremony of Dewa Yadnya.

(8) Tongkat Sawa and Puspa

Making a stick of sawa (death body) as one means in the ceremony of Ngaben (Balinese 
funeral), made of hehe wood decorated with 11 loons of straw, sehet mingmang, end of the 
alang-alang 11 strands, kartika, and fragrant basil leaves. The stick is placed to the right of an 
adegan (pole). In the pitra yadnya ceremony it is called puspa (flower) stick which means and 
equipment, similar as the stick of sawa, both have similar function and meaning.

(9) Niasa Siwalingga

The reeds are 33 with an inch long, the base is tied into one, but the ends are unravelled like 
a fan, filled with the sehet mingmang. All of this is personified as a pangawak (symbol of the 
body) placed on the tirta pangentas. The Niasa Siwalingga is used during the ceremony of 
Ngaben (Pemangku Dalem, interview, 7-1-2018).

(10) Pancreat Kranan

The reeds with a sufficient number, with an inch long, filled with three sehet mingmang and 
then inserted into the handle of the Tirta made of silver decorated with a kartika, and frangipani 
flower. The Pancreat kranan is used to sprinkle the Tirta by the sulinggih (holy high priest).

3.3. Educational Value of the Alang-Alang Usages in the Hindu Religious Ceremonies

(1) Religious Education Value

The usages of the alang-alang as one of the elements of ceremonial means are to build religious 
ideology of Hindus at the research location. The religious ideology is built by strengthening 
the sraddha (belief) to the supernatural power that exists outside the limits of the five senses 
and the human mind. The supernatural power is believed to have an effect on the lives of the 
Hindus, both sekala (contemporary time) and niskala (eternal time). The power is encountered 
by the humans with various feelings, such as respect, love, devotion, fear, horror and so on. 
Such feelings encourage people to perform religious ceremonies that tend to use symbols in 
an effort to connect with God. The ceremonial means which is the symbol of sraddha (belief) 
and bhakti (devotion) is believed to give holiness, salvation, and prosperity. “The ritual or 
religious ceremony is closely related to the belief system (Koentjaraningrat (1992: 240). The 
belief system gives rise to certain behaviors such as praying, worshiping, spell incantation 
and so on and creating mental attitudes such as fear, optimism, resignation, and so forth. The 
guidance and provision of the supernatural power should be obeyed if humans want this life to 
go well and survived (Bustanudin, 2006: 1).

The usage of the alang-alang as the ceremonial means may be regarded a media of bhakti 
to give vibration strength, holiness, and protection. The alang-alang as a medium believed to 
have religious and sacred power by the Hindus, both the the grass itself that already contains 
the sanctity and the ceremonial procession that uses the means of alang-alang. Through the 
media, the usages of these reeds are transmitted to the value of sraddha and bhakti, so that 
religious awareness of the Hindus, especially in the research location can be built and nurtured 
continuously.
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(2) The Value of Tattwa Teaching

Based on the mythology, the alang-alang is considered sacred so it is always used as an 
element of the upakara completeness especially on the type of ceremony that aims at purifying. 
From the information in the field, the people believe that the upakara or the purification of 
sanctification becomes complete and meaningful if using the reeds. The symbolization of every 
detail of the ceremonial process that uses the alang-alang is believed to contain the meaning 
of religious values both in the reeds themselves which already contain the sanctity and the 
procession carried out. As in the ceremony of pawintenan, the sirawista/karawista is used as 
the main means.

The sirawista is made of three strands of leaves modified in such a way that at the end there 
are two circles and still there is a pointed tip. The sirawista is the embodiment of the sacred 
OM sound, which consists of Okara, Ardhacandra, Windhu, and Nadha. Omkara consists of 
Tri Aksara (Ang, Ung, Mang), the first circle is the Ardhacandra (moon), the second circle is 
Windhu (Sun), and the pointed tip is Nadha (light shaft). Thus the OM scriptures as Nadha 
Brahma, as well as the manifestations of universal laws of utpeti ‘birth’, sthiti ‘life’ and pralina 
‘death’ (Wikarman, 1979: 52).

Likewise when Bhagawan Salukat purifies the reeds, he said: “Om Kuça sri sarwa pawitram, 
lingga sriye nama namah swaha, ling nira: wastu wenang kita pinaka lingga de sang sadhaka, 
mwang panglepasing pitra pindha”, which means more or less: Hopefully you may become a 
niyasa Çiwalingga by the holy priest, and can be used as a means to improve the spirit of the 
Pitra Yadnya ceremony” (Tim Penulis, 2002). This makes it clear that the usage of the reeds is 
believed by the Hindu community to have magical religious power or value.

(3) The Value of Appreciation of Beauty (Aesthetics)

Using the alang-alang as the means of ceremony requires high artistic efforts. The reeds 
processed into various forms shall look unique and beautiful because made based on the 
expression of soul and sense of sincerity. This means that in the ritual activity shows the 
relation of the religion and the arts. The arts itself has the aesthetic value that can affect human 
emotions and feelings. In order to cultivate the sense of humanity and aesthetic can be done 
through the arts, one of them through stringing or forming the alang-alang into various forms 
of handcraft to be used as the means of Hindu religious rituals.

The beauty of reeds is increasingly visible when combined with other elements such as flowers, 
leaves and tridatu yarn (yarn with three colors). Beauty is one form of value, such as moral 
values, educational value, and so forth. The value covered in the sense of beauty is called 
aesthetic value. Humans who appreciate beauty have a feeling of subtle, gentle, and respect 
the quality (Koentjaraningrat, 1992: 19).

Feeling smooth, happy and joy with the beauty means having alot appreciations to the arts. 
The high artistic taste of a person in pervading the beautiful works, in turn, will give a positive 
influence on the emotional and moral attitude (Marwadi and Hidayati, 2004: 142). The values 
of the beauty of the alang-alang as an element of the ceremony are manifested in various 
forms and decorations of reeds as the means of the ceremony. The making of ceremonial 
facilities from the reeds with various forms is not arbitrary because the element has more 
symbolic meaning associated with the hope of holiness, safety, and harmony.

(4) The value of the Pedagogical Didactic

The didactic value of pedagogy is defined as the process of delivering the value of message by 
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someone to others to notify or change attitudes, opinions, behavior either directly or indirectly. 
The pedagogical didactic also means the human interactions that influence with each other, 
intentionally or unintentionally, not limited to verbal forms of communication, but also in the 
form of artistic and technological expressions. The didactic function of pedagogies in this 
regard is to inform, educate, entertain, and influence (Hadi et al., no year of publication:119). 
In the process, there occurs planting, transferring of values, building knowledge systems, and 
the goodness of a generation to generation through the making of ceremonial facilities with the 
elements of the reeds.

In order to be a means of the ceremony, the reeds are formed in such a way in accordance with 
the function and type of the upakara/banten. The usage of the alang-alang as the means of the 
ceremony is to build a system of community knowledge through the process of assimilation 
and mutual learning (pedagogical didactic process), namely the growth of new knowledge 
into the cognitive structure of the learners in this case among the learners. This pedagogical 
didactic process aims at building the religious knowledge of the community about the usages 
of the alang-alang in the religious ceremonies.

The process of building this religious knowledge is accumulated with experiences received by 
the people from generation to generation (Pudjiharta, et al., 2008: 23). This accumulation of 
religious knowledge and experience disposes of people’s actions to keep using the reeds as 
the means of the ceremonies.

(5) Value of Togetherness (Solidarity)

In every Hindu religious activity there always involves many people. As a social creature bound 
with the life of the Balinese Hindu community there has been a philosophy of life like paras-
paros, sagilik-saguluk, salunglung-sabayantaka, asah-asih-asuh ‘tantalizing’, understanding, 
appreciation, and practice of religious teachings done with a sense of togetherness, mutual 
cooperation, and completing each other. This becomes important because such activities will 
build social awareness and solidarity of each perpetrator.

The people (Hindus) realize that the ceremonial facilities in the Hindu rituals are unique and 
intricate sometimes the material is hard to come by. This awareness encourages people to 
share their knowledge and energy to work together. The concept of solidarity requires a person 
to always be in good touch and work together in every activity.

The involvement of many people in the ceremony shows a high degree of solidarity in society. 
Koentjaraningrat (1992: 171) states that the value of solidarity that exists in each community is 
the driver of the society. The application of the value of solidarity is not born spontaneously to 
devote to others, but in principle, they are driven by a feeling of mutual needs.

The form of participation and community cooperation begins on the preparation of ceremonies 
such as making the ceremonial facilities made of the alang-alang until the use of the element, 
they unwittingly formed social ties as the embodiment of the values of togetherness so that the 
balance and harmony of the community life in accordance with the element of the pawongan 
‘mutual relation between humans’ in the concept of Tri Hita Karana. When participating in the 
preparation and usage of the ceremonial means, the awareness of community life and the call 
of conscience as the Hindu community may be awakenned and becomes stronger.

IV. CONCLUSION
There are three important conclusions based on the results of this study: (1) the alang-alang 
as sacred grass is found in various versions, two of which are: (a) In the papyrus script/lontar 
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of Siwagama, it is reported that Bhagawan Salukat sprinkled the Tirta amerta on a clump of 
alang-alang that sacralizes this kind of grass; (b) In the Adiparwa manuscript (the first parwa 
of 18) especially in the story of the sea milk stirring (Ksirarnawa). The sprinkling of the Tirta 
amerta was left on the reeds when the Tirta amerta was taken by the god Indra before being 
drunk by the dragons. (2) The alang-alang as the means of upakara yadnya can be formed into 
various forms in accordance with its function, such as: Sirawista/Karawista, Sehet Mingmang, 
Sesirat/Pemercik Tirta, Sapsapan Pemelas Tangan, Carebode, Tongkat Sawa and Puspa, 
Niasa Siwalingga, Pesiwakranan, Tipat Lingga, the roof of temples called Pelinggih/Raab 
Surya, even as the roof of the houses. (3) The educational values of the usage of the reeds in 
the Hindu religious ceremonies are: (a) The value of religious education; (b) the value of tattwa 
teaching; (c) value of appreciation of beauty (aesthetics); (d) pedagogical dictation value; and 
(e) togetherness value (solidarity).
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